
 
 

 

 

The Assignment: 

 

You will be observing your host throughout the day.  There are 3 parts to this assignment:  

 

Part 1- The Interview: Observe your host at work, at some point interview your host and record/make notes of 

the results 

Part 2 - Reflection: After the day is finished, reflect upon your experience and answer the reflection questions 

Part 3 – Post Your Assignment to Your Blog: Once your have completed Part 1 and Part 2 post it on your 

blog. Make sure you take pictures and/or videos to document your day, you can place them in your blog. 

 

Name of your host: _______________________  Relationship to you: _____________________ 

 

The Interview:  (ask your host these questions) 

 

1.  What is your job title? _________________________________________________________ 

2.  What is your job description?____________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  What are the duties and/or tasks you perform at your job? _____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What qualifications do you have for this job in the following areas: 

 a)  training? _____________________________________________________________ 

      _____________________________________________________________________        

 b)  education?____________________________________________________________   

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

 c)  experience? ___________________________________________________________ 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

 d)  skills and attributes (personal qualities)?_____________________________________ 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

5.  What are some of the things you like about the job?  _________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  What are some of the things you dislike about this job? _______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7.  How do you anticipate this job changing in the next 5 years or so? _____________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Name:  _____________________   

Rap: _______Class:  __________   

Due: _______________________ 
 

Joshua. Quinn

N/A N/A

Archaeologist

A person who makes a career out of studying,retrieving, and excavating
Historical artefacts and historical sites, for the sake of gaining more knowledge
about past events.

Archaeologists travel to different corners of the world to dig up artefacts and excavate sites using various  tools. 
The archaeologists that have a phd in something
like anthropology, are able to date when the site/tools were made, and in the case of artefacts arcaheologologists are often their to help transport them to a mueseum.

If you take archaeology in univeristy, than you and your class mates may have 
a chance  going to somewhere like France to do some research about a topic such as what did it look like in 
medival times. there are also field schools that introduce you to digging up atrefacts and going to different places

Usually you need to get at least a bacheolors degree to be registered as an archaeologist due
to how delicate you have to be on the job. You can also get a masters degree or a phd in 
anthropology/ archaeology to get a job like proffesor or reasercher

as said you can gain expuerience through corses in university and field schools that take you on
adventures to difernet parts of the world or a place in bc that also conrtibutes alot to archaeology

An in depth knowledge of history, alot of determination because you may be stuck doing excavation
for months or sometimes years in extreme cases.

Considering I like studying history especially ancient history, THe chance to leran something new about
civilization like ancient egypt before anyone else is apealing, as is the oppurtunity to visit these countires.

The process of excavating artefacts or sites can be quite long and tedious, and if you are unlucky you spent
all that time and energy on nothing.

I imagine things like global warming could dig up frozen artefacts in places like Norway where there are glaciers and
frozen woodlands. but I can also see it destroying coastal sites due to risng sea levels.



Other question (s):  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Student Reflections: 

1. Give three reasons why you would like this job (be specific): 

a) ________________________________________________________________ 

  b)  _______________________________________________________________ 

  c) ________________________________________________________________  

2.  Give three reasons why you would not like this job (be specific): 

  a) ________________________________________________________________ 

  b) ________________________________________________________________ 

  c) ________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Is this job for you?  Why or why not? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  Explain the value of the TOKTW experience in relation to your ideas about your post secondary (after high 

school) plans (education?, training?, travel?, work?). 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Blog Post: 

Step 1: Go to your Blog 

Step 2: Create a new post 

- Title: TOKTW 2019 

- Category: Portfolio 

- Tag: TOKTW2019(Teachers last name in Capitals) e.g. TOKTW2019CHEE 

- Add Media: Add a picture or video of your work place 

Step 3: Add your assignment to the post by doing one of the following 

- Copy and paste the assignment from a word document 

- Type in all of the questions and answers 

- Upload a PDF  

- Any other means to place your work in your post  

Step 4: Click Publish 

the ability to travel around the world
gain firsthand knowledge about history

pretty good pay depending what degres you have in the subject if anthropology or 
archaeology.

sometimes the time it takes to carry out an exacavation can be exhausting.

You would probably suffer alot from jetlag due to you going from place to place.

I worry that if you don't get a phd or masters degree that you're pay won't be that great.

I think this job is for me but I have to admit that there are some pretty big flaws. I love studying history
and I could imagine that I would have alot of enjoyment doing it, but even someone like me doesen't 
want to be stuck excavating a site for three years even if the chance is relativeley low. I also think that an 
expert archaeologist gets an amazing paycheck, however you need a phd or a masters degree to even
think about getting anywhere near than position, even if you already have a bacheolors degree. 

In my mind it allows us to study the benefits and downsides of our dream careers so that we won't be 
completely ignorant of what we signed ourselves up for. I still want to be an archaeologist but this project
has opened my eyes to some of its problems.




